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Dnd 5e unarmed strike

Editing shared community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. A typical combat battle is a flurry of clashes between the two sides, weapon swings, paint, parry, footwork and spellcasting. The game consists of a cycle of rounds and turns, disrupting the battle. Rounds are about 6 seconds in the gaming world. During the round, each
participant in the battle takes its turn. When everyone rolls out an initiative, the rotation order is determined at the beginning of the battle battle. Once everyone takes their turn, if neither side defeats them, the fight continues into the next round. Decide the surprise. GM will decide whether anyone involved in combat combat will be surprised. Establish a
position: GM decides where all the characters and monsters are. Given the order of the adventurer's march or his stated position in the room or other location, GM figures out where the enemies are far away and in what direction. Roll Initiative: Everyone involved in combat combat decides the rotation order of the combatants, roll the initiative. Each participant
in the battle is switched to the initiative order. Start the next round. If everyone in the battle has their turn, the round ends. Repeat step 4 until fighting stops. Adventurers sneak into bandit camps, rising from trees and attacking. The gelatin cube slides down the dungeon aisle until the adventurers don't notice and the cube swallows one of them. In such
situations, one side of the battle gets a surprise for the other. GM decides who will be surprised. If neither side tries covertly, they will automatically get to know each other. Otherwise, GM compares the passive wisdom (perception) score of each creature on the other side with the dexterity (stealth) test of the hiding person. Characters or monsters that don't
feel threatened are amazing at the start of the encounter. If you are surprised, you can't move or take action on the first turn of the battle, you can't take a reaction until the end of that turn. Members of a group may be surprised, even if they are not other members. The initiative determines the order of rotation during combat. When the battle begins, all
participants will be dextered and tested to determine their position in the order of initiative. GM makes one roll for the entire group of identical creatures, so each member of the group works at the same time. GM rates combatants with the highest dexterity checks as the lowest. This is the order of action (called the order of initiatives) in each round. Initiative
orders remain the same from round to round. When a tie is played, GM determines the order between the associated GM-controlled creatures, and the player determines the order between the tie characters. GM can decide on an order. The tie is between the monster and the player character. Optionally, GM can have tied characters, monsters can roll d20
each to determine the order, and the highest roll goes first. In your turn, you can move the distance up to your speed and do one task. Decide whether to move first or take action first. Speed, also known as walking speed, is displayed on the character sheet. The most common tasks that can be performed are described in the Combat Operations section.
Many class features and other abilities provide additional options for the task. You can give up moving, taking action, or doing anything at all in your turn. If you can't decide what to do in turn, it's a good idea to take evasive or prepared actions as described in Combat Activities. A variety of class features, orders, and other features allow you to perform
additional actions on a turn called bonus actions. For example, the cunning action feature allows rogues to take bonus action. You can only take bonus actions if you state that you can do something with bonus actions on special abilities, spells, or other features of the game. Otherwise, there will be no bonus action. You can take one bonus action in your
turn, so you have to choose the bonus action that you can use when you have more than one available. Unless the timing of the bonus action is stated, it will choose when to take bonus action during the turn and deprive you of the ability to take action, which will also prevent you from taking bonus action. Your turn can include a variety of prosperity that don't
require your actions or moves. However, with simple utterances and gestures, Turn.You allow you to interact freely with an object or feature in your environment while you're on the go or working. For example, when walking towards an enemy, you can draw a weapon as part of the same behavior that you use to open doors or attack while traveling. Some
Magic items and other special objects always require action to be used as stated in the description. GM may require the use of actions for these activities when special attention is required or when abnormal obstacles are presented. For example, GM can reasonably expect you to use the task of setting the crank to open the stuck door or lower the
drawbridge. With certain special abilities, spells, and situations, you can take special measures called reactions. A reaction is an immediate reaction to your turn or someone else's trigger. Opportunistic attacks are the most common type of reaction, when you take a reaction, you can't take anything else until the next turn begins. If a reaction interferes with
another creature's turn, the creature can continue spinning. Reaction.In battle, characters and monsters are often in constant motion, using movement and position to gain an edge. In your turn, you can move the distance up to your speed. Depending on the rules here, you can use as much or as little speed as you want in a turn. Your workouts can include
jumping, climbing, and swimming. These different modes of movement can be combined with walking and can organize the entire movement. However, it deducts the distance of each part traveled from the speed until it is moving, moving, or moving. You can break the movement in your turn, using some of the speed before and after your actions. For
example, if your speed is 30 feet, you can move 10 feet, take action, and then move 20 feet. If you take an action that includes two or more weapon attacks, you can move between attacks to further break the movement. For example, a fighter who can make two attacks with additional attacking capabilities and has a speed of 25 feet can move 10 feet, attack,
move 15 feet, and then attack again. If you have more than one speed, such as walking speed or flight speed, you can switch back and forth between speeds on the go. Each time you switch, subtract the distance you've already traveled from the new speed. The result is to decide how much you can move. If the result is 0 or less, the new speed is not
available during the current move. For example, if you have a speed of 30 and a flight speed of 60 because the wizard projects a fly spell, you can fly 20 feet, then walk 10 feet and jump into the air to fly 30 more feet. Typical fighting settings include difficult terrain - boulders - perforated caves, salted forests, dangerous stairs. All exercise feet on difficult
terrain cost 1 extra foot. This rule is true even if several things are counted as difficult terrain in the universe. Low furniture, rubble, bushes, steep stairs, snow, shallow swamps are examples of difficult terrain. The space of other creatures, hostile or not, is also considered difficult terrain.Combatants often find them lying on the ground. In the game, they tend
to fall without you using some of your speed. It takes more effort to stand up. This will cost the same amount of movement as half the speed. For example, if the speed is 30 feet, you must stand up using a 15-foot movement. Movement is not enough or speed is easy to move, but move 0. For To, you must crawl or use magic, such as instant shifting. During
crawling, every foot in the movement costs 1 additional foot. Crawling a foot on difficult terrain costs 3 feet. Here are some examples of what you can do with your workouts and actions: to take a possic from the table or close the closing door, to remove some food from your finger stuff, remove some food from your fingers, remove the hole from your finger,
and drink everything from a belt pouch to drink a few coins. Levers or switches have books from shelves that can reach for small flame money and masks pull the hood of capes and a small stone over your head turn the key to lock a 10-foot pole tapping items with different characters with your hands and you can move through the space of non-hostile
creatures. Conversely, you can only move hostile creatures' space if the creature is two sizes larger or smaller than you. Remember that the space of other creatures is difficult terrain for you. Whether a creature is a friend or an enemy, you can't be willing to end a essu in that space. If you put it out of reach of hostile creatures on the move, it triggers an
opportunity to attack. If a flying creature is easy to knock, slows down to zero, or is deprived of movement, the creature falls unless it has hovering ability or is kept high by magic, such as a fly spell. Each creature has a different amount of space. Table: The Size category shows the space of creatures in a particular size control in battle. Objects sometimes
use the same size category. SpaceA creatures' space is not an expression of the physical dimension, but an area of foot that is effectively controlled by combat. For example, a typical intermediate creature is not 5 feet wide, but controls a large space. If the middle hobgoblin stands in a 5-foot-wide doorway, other creatures will not be able to pass unless
hobgoblin allows it. The space of the creature reflects the area needed to fight effectively. That's why there's a limit to the number of creatures that can surround other creatures in battle. Assuming a medium combatant, eight creatures can fit in a 5-foot radius. Because larger creatures take up more space, there may be fewer creatures surrounding them. If
five large creatures flock around a medium or small creature, there is little room for anyone else. In contrast, 20 intermediate creatures surround the giant creature. Creatures can squeeze through a space large enough for a creature of one size smaller than a creature. Therefore, large creatures can squeeze through passageways that are only 5 feet wide.
While squeezing the space, the creature must spend 1 extra foot for every foot that moves there, and there are drawbacks to attacking rolls and dexterity Throws. Attack rolls against creatures have their advantages while in a small space. When you perform a task in your turn, you can perform one of the tasks presented here, a task obtained from a class or
special feature, or an impromptu task. Many monsters have their own action options on their stats block. When describing actions that are not detailed elsewhere in the rule, GM will tell you if the action is possible and what kind of roll should be created to determine success or failure. The most common action you can take in battle is attack action, whether
you swing a knife, fire an arrow from a bow, or fight with a fist. Use this action to perform melee or ranged attacks. See the Create an attack for rules that control attacks section. Certain features, such as the additional attack capabilities of a fighter, allow you to perform more than one attack with this action. Spellcasters like Wizards and Clergy, and many
monsters have access to spells and can use great effects in battle. Each spell has a casting time, which determines whether the caster should spend hours casting motion, response, minutes, or orders. Therefore, casting a spell is not necessarily an action. Because most spells have one action, spellcasters also use their actions in combat to cast these
spells. Dash allows you to make additional moves to the current turn. The increase is the same as the speed after applying the modifier. For example, if you charge at a speed of 30 feet, you can travel up to 60 feet in turn. The increase or decrease in speed changes this additional movement to the same amount. For example, if the speed of 30 feet is
reduced to 15 feet, dashes can travel up to 30 feet by this turn. The release action prevents the move from triggering an opportunistic attack for the rest of the turn. When you do dodge, you focus entirely on avoiding attacks. If you can see the attacker until the start of the next turn, the attack roll on the attack roll has its drawbacks and benefits from the
dexterity savings. If you are incapacitated (as described in the conditions) or your speed falls to 0.0 you will lose this benefit and you can lend help to other creatures in the completion of the task. Creatures that are helped when performing help tasks benefit from the following ability checks, which will help them perform tasks that will help them perform
inspections before the next turn begins: Alternatively, you can help friendly creatures to attack creatures within 5 feet of you. You team up to make your ally's attacks more effective, distract the target, or team up in other ways. If an ally attacks the target before the next turn, the first attack roll will be an advantage. When performing a hide operation Dexterity
(stealth) confirms attempts to hide and follows the rules for hiding. If successful, certain benefits can be gained, as described in the Invisible Attackers and Targets section. Sometimes you get a jump on an enemy or wait for a specific situation before acting. To do this, you can perform a readiness action on a Turn that you can act on using reactions before
the next turn begins. First, it decides which recognizable situations will trigger the reaction. Then choose what to do in response to that trigger, or choose to move to speed in response to it. For example, if a cultist steps on a trap door, he will pull the lever that opens it, and when the goblin comes next to me, I move away. When a trigger occurs, you can
ignore the trigger, or aceting, immediately after the trigger is complete. Remember that you can only take one reaction per round. When you prepare a spell, it triggers normally, but retains the energy emitted by the reaction when the trigger occurs. To prepare, you're going to need to cast 1 action on a spell, and you're going to need to hold onto the spell's
magic for concentration. If the concentration is broken, the order disappears without being applied. For example, if you focus on a web spell and a prepared Magic Missile, your focus may be broken if the web order ends and you take damage before releasing the Magic Missile in response. When you perform a search operation, you pay attention to finding
something. Depending on the nature of the search, GM may do wisdom (perception) testing or information (investigation) testing. Typically, you interact with objects while performing other tasks, such as drawing a knife as part of an attack. If an action is required to use an action on an object, perform the Use Object action. This is also useful if you want to
interact with more than one object in your turn. Select a target. Select a target within the attack range: creature, object, or location. Decide the modifier. GM determines whether the target has cover and whether there are any benefits or disadvantages to the target. Spells, special abilities, and other effects can also apply penalties or bonuses to attack rolls.
Resolve the attack. Create an attack roll. Reduces damage on hits unless there is a rule that specifies otherwise for a particular attack. Some attacks occur in addition to damage or instead of special effects. If you have a question about whether what you're doing counts as an attack, the rule is simple: if you're creating an attack roll, you're creating an attack.
Determines whether an attack is hit or missed. To create an attack roll, roll d20 and add the appropriate modifier. An attack occurs when the roll and modifier's gun equals or exceeds the target's armor class (AC). The CHARACTER's AC is determined by the character creation, and the MONSTER's AC is in the statistics block. When a character createes an
attack roll, the two most common modifiers on the roll are the ability modifier and the character's proficiency bonus. When a monster makes an attack roll, it will use all the modifiers provided in the stats block. Ability Modifier: The ability modifier used for melee weapon attacks is Power, and the ability modifier used for ranged weapon attacks is Dexterity.
Weapons with finesse or thrown attributes violate this rule. Some orders also require an attack roll. The ability modifier used for spell attacks depends on Spellaster's spell reselling ability. Sometimes fate blesses or curses combatants, causing beginners to be attacked and to miss veterans. If the D20 roll of the attack is 20, the attack attack hits regardless of
the modifier or the target's AC. This is called a critical hit. If the D20 roll of an attack is 1, the attack often misses attack opportunities, hides, casts invisible spells, or tries to avoid enemy notifications lurking in the dark, regardless of the modifier or the target's AC.Opportunities. Whether you're guessing the location of your target or targeting creatures you can
hear but can't see. If the target is not in the targeted location, it is automatically missed, but GM generally says the attack was missed, not whether the target was detected correctly. When a creature can't see you, you have an advantage in attack rolls about it. If it's hidden as if it doesn't appear to be visible, it abandons its location when an attack occurs or is
missed. Launch bows or crossbows, throw Handaxe, or send projectiles to attack enemies from afar during ranged attacks. Monsters can shoot the spine from the tail. Many spells also include ranged attacks. If a ranged attack, such as the one created by a spell, has a single range, it can't attack targets that exceed that range. Some ranged attacks, such as
attacks made with longbows or shortbows, have two ranges. The smaller the number, the higher the normal range, and the larger the number, the longer. The attack roll has its drawbacks when the target exceeds its normal range and cannot attack over long distances. Goal a Attacking is more difficult when enemies are next to you. When attacking ranged
by weapons, spells, or other means, there is a downside to the attack roll if you are within 5 feet of a hostile creature that is not incapacitated to see you--used in hand-hand combat, melee attacks can attack enemies within your reach. Melee attacks typically use handheld weapons such as knives, warhammers, or axes. A typical monster has a melee attack
when attacking with claws, horns, teeth, tentacles or other body parts. A few spells involve creating melee attacks, most of which have a 5-foot reach, and therefore can strike targets within 5 feet of them when making melee attacks. Certain creatures (typically larger than medium) have melee attacks greater than 5 feet, as stated in the description. Instead of
using weapons to launch melee weapon attacks, you can use unarmed strikes from punches, kicks, head butts, or similar powerful strikes (anything counted as a weapon). When hit, Unarmed Strike deal blurry damage such as 1+ your Strength modifier. You are good at your unarmed attacks. In the fight, everyone is constantly looking at opportunities to flee
or attack passing enemies. These strikes are called chance attacks.You can make chance attacks when hostile creatures move you can see them moving out of your reach. To create an opportunistic attack, you use reactions to create one melee attack against a provocative creature. The attack occurs just before the creature leaves his hand. You can
perform a release action to avoid triggering an opportunistic attack. It also doesn't trigger opportunistic attacks when teleporting or when someone or someone moves without using exercise, behavior, or reactions. For example, if an explosion falls out of the enemy's reach or causes gravity to pass the enemy, it won't trigger an opportunistic attack. When
attacking and attacking with a light melee weapon in one hand, you can attack with another light melee weapon on the other. No ability modifiers are added to damage in bonus attacks unless that modifier is negative. If a weapon has a thrown attribute, you can throw it instead of doing a melee attack. If you want to catch or wrestle creatures, you can use
attack actions to create special melee attacks, grapples. If multiple attacks can be carried out by an attack action, this attack replaces one of the attacks. The target of the grapple must be one size larger than you and within reach. Using at least one free hand, you have to catch the target by having an attack roll instead of a grpple check: contention by
checking the strength (athletics) Strength (land) or dexterity (acrobatix) inspection (target selects ability to use). If successful, adjust the target to the Graded state (see Conditions). A condition can specify what ends and release the target whenever you want (no action required). Escape Grapple: Grapple creatures can use the action to escape. To do this, it
must be successful in strength (athletics) or dexterity (acromatic) competitive inspection by your strength (athletics) inspection. Grapple Creature Movement: You can drag or transport a grapple creature as it moves, but if the creature is no smaller than you, the speed is halved. Combat often includes fighting against enemy skills. These challenges are
represented by contests. This section includes the most common contests that require action in combat: grappling and pushing creatures. Attack actions allow you to push or push creatures through special melee attacks. If multiple attacks can be carried out by an attack action, this attack replaces one of the attacks. The target must be at least one size
larger than you and within reach. Instead of creating an attack roll, you do a contention strength (land) check by examining the strength of the target (athletics) or dexterity (acrotic) (the target chooses the ability to use). If you win the contest, you can knock the target or push it 5 feet away. Walls, trees, creatures and other obstacles can provide cover during
combat, making it harder to harm the target. The target can only benefit from the cover if the attack or other effect occurs on the opposite side of the cover. There is a cover of 3 degrees. If the target is behind multiple cover sources, only the most protected cover is applied. Degrees are not added together. For example, if the target is behind a creature that
provides half cover, and behind a tree trunk that provides a third cover, the target has a third cover. Targets with half-covers offer a +2 bonus for AC and dexterity-saving throws. If the obstacle blocks more than half of the body, the target has half the cover. Obstacles can be low walls, large pieces of furniture, narrow tree trunks, or creatures, whether those
creatures are red or friends. Targets with third-quarter cover have a +5 bonus on AC and dexterity-saving throws. The target is covered if about a third of the cover is covered with obstacles. Obstacles can be pokulis, arrow slits, or thick tree trunks. Targets with gun covers can't be targeted directly by attacks or spells, but some orders can reach these targets
by including them in the Effects area. If it is completely concealed by the target, the target has a total cover. And the danger of death is a constant companion of those who explore the fantasy game world. The thrust of a knife, a well-placed arrow, or an explosion of flame from a fireball spell all have the potential to damage, or kill, the hardest of creatures. Hit
points represent a combination of physical and mental durability, willingness to live, and luck. Creatures with more hit points are more difficult to kill. People with fewer hit points are more vulnerable. A creature's current hit point (commonly called a hit point) is the number of up to 0 at the creature's hit point. This number changes frequently when a creature
deals or heals. The loss of hit points does not affect the creature's ability until it falls to 0 hit points. Roll the damage die or dice, add modifiers, and apply damage to the target. Magic weapons, special abilities, and other factors can give bonuses to damage. Penalties can take 0 damage, but there is no negative damage. Adds the ability modifier, the same
modifier used for attack rolls, to damage when attacking with a weapon. The order tells the dice to roll for damage and whether to add any modifiers. If a spell or other effect damages two or more targets at the same time, roll damage once against all targets. If you hit a deadly hit, you'll have to roll the extra dice on the attack against the attacking target. Roll
all the damage dice in the attack twice and add them together. Then add the relevant modifiers as normal. To speed up play, you can roll all the damage dice at once. For example, if you score a hit with a dagger, roll 2d4 for damage instead of 1d4, and then add the associated ability modifier. If the attack involves other damaging dice such as rogue's stealthy
attack feature, you roll those dice twice as well. Other attacks, damage spells, and other harmful effects deal with different types of damage. Damage types don't have their own rules, but other rules, such as damage resistance, depend on the type. The types of damage are as follows, with examples that help GM assign the type of damage to the new effect:
acid: a corrosive spray of black dragon's breath and a dissolved enzyme secreted by black pudding trading acid damage. Bloody Gun: Blunt force attacks such as hammers, drops, and contractions - deal blurry damage. Cold: The hellish cold and white dragon's breath from the Ice Devil's Window deal cold damage with a cold blast. Fire: The Red Dragon
breathed fire, and many spells reminded Deal with fire damage. Power: The Force is a pure magical energy focused on harmful forms. Most effects that deal Force damage are spells, including magic missiles and spiritual weapons. Necrosis: Necrosis damage, dealt by certain undead and spells like Cold Touch, Withering Problems, and even Souls. Piercing:
Penetrating and impulsive attacks, including spear and monster bites, deal piercing damage. Poison: Toxic gases from poison stings and green dragon breathing poison. Psychic: Mind layer's psychic abilities, such as the Psycho Blast, cause psychic damage. Glowing: The priest's fire attack spells or glowing damage from angelic weapons are like fire and
overload the Spirit with force. Slash: Swords, axes, and monster claws deal slash damage. Thunder: Deal thunder damage, concussion bursts that sound like thunder effects. Some creatures and objects are very difficult or unusually easy to get injured by certain types of damage. Resistance to damage types on creatures or objects, that type of damage is
halved for it. If a creature or object damage type has a vulnerability, that type of damage is doubled. Resistance and vulnerabilities are applied after all other modifiers to compromise. For example, creatures have resistance that blurs damage and are hit by attacks that deal 25bling damage. Creatures are also within a magical energy that reduces all damage
to 5. 25 damage is first reduced to 5 and then halved to deal 10 damage. Multiple instances of resistance or vulnerabilities that affect the same type of compromise are counted only with one instance. For example, if a creature has resistance to fire damage and resistance to all nonmediless damage, the damage from nonmediless fire is reduced by half
against the creature and is not reduced by a third. The damage is not permanent unless it causes death. Even death can be reversed through powerful magic. The rest can restore the creature's hit points, and magical methods such as healing wound spells or healing potions can eliminate damage in an instant. When a creature receives some kind of
healing, the hit points earned will be added to the current hit point. Creature's hit points cannot exceed the maximum hit point, so heat points recovered over this number will be lost. Druids, for example, grant Ranger 8 Hit Points healing. If the Ranger has 14 current hit points and has up to 20 hit points, the Ranger will regain six hit points from the Druids, and
the dead 8.A creature won't be able to recover hit points until spells like resurrection spells are restored to life. If it drops to 0 hit points, it will die completely or fall unconsciously, as described in the following sections. Large can kill you immediately. Damage reduces the batting average to 0 points, and if damage remains, the remaining damage is equal to or
exceeds the maximum hit point. For example, a clergyman with up to 12 hit points currently has six hit points. 18 damage in attack reduced batting average to 0 points, but 12 damage remains. The priest dies because the remaining damage is equal to her strike point maximum. If the damage reduces you to 0 hit points and fails to kill you, an involuntary fall
(see condition). This will end when you regain some hit points.Every time you start your turn with 0 hit points, you need to throw a special save called death saving throw, to determine whether you creep closer to death or hang on to life. Unlike other save throws, this one is not tied to any ability score. You are now in the hands of fate, helped only by the
ability to improve your chances of success in spells and save throws. Roll d20: Succeeds if the roll is 10 or higher. Otherwise, it will fail. Success or failure does not affect itself. Stabilizes with a third success (see below). On the third failure, you die. Successes and failures do not need to be consecutive. Track both until you collect the three types. If a hit point
becomes or stabilizes, both numbers are reset to 0. Rolling 1 or 20: Throw death savings at D20 and roll 1 is considered a double failure. Roll 20 on the D20 to get one hit point back. Damage from 0 hit points: If you have any damage while you have 0 hit points, you suffer a death save throw failure. If the damage is caused by a catastrophic blow, you will
suffer two failures instead. If the damage equals or exceeds the maximum hit point, it suffers an immediate death.0 The best way to save a creature with hit points is to heal it. If Healing is not available, the creature will at least stabilize and prevent it from dying because it failed to die. You can use the task of managing first aid to an unconscious creature and
trying to stabilize it, which requires a successful DC 10 wisdom (medical) test. Stable creatures have 0 hit points, but they don't create Death's Deliverance, but they remain unconscious. The creature stops being stable, and if it takes any damage, you need to throw it back and start making death save. An un healed stable creature regains 1 hit after 1d4
hours. Most GM's die the moment a monster unknowingly falls and falls to 0 hit points rather than throwing Death's Salvation.Mighty villains and special non-player characters are common exceptions. GM can follow the same rules as unconscious fallplayer characters. Sometimes an attacker tries to neutralize an enemy rather than strike a murderous blow. If
an attacker reduces a creature to 0-th point in a melee attack, the attacker creatures out. An attacker can make this choice as soon as the damage is dealt. The creature falls unconscious and is stable. Some spells and special abilities grant temporary hit points to creatures. Temporary hit points are not actual hit points. They are buffers against damage, a
pool of hit points that protect you from injury. If there is a temporary hit point and damage is done, the temporary hit point is lost first and the remaining damage is taken over to the normal hit point. For example, if you have 5 temporary hit points and 7 damage, you lose temporary hit points and then deal 2 damage. Temporary hit points are separated from the
actual hit point, so they may exceed the maximum hit point. As a result, the character can be on the entire hit point and receive temporary hit points. You cannot add them together because you cannot restore hit points when you are healed. If you have a temporary hit score and you get more, you decide whether to keep the things you have or get a new one.
For example, if you grant 12 temporary hit points when a spell already has 10 points, you can have 12 or 10 points instead of 22.0 If you have 0 hit points, you won't regain consciousness or stabilize when you receive temporary hit points. They can still absorb the damage directed at you while you are in that state, but only true healing can save you. As long
as the ability to grant temporary hit points does not last, they last until they are depleted or until they have finished a long break. Whether A knight rushing into battle in Warhorse, wizard casting magic magic from the back of Griffon, or surging through the skies of Pegasus, the clergyman can all benefit from the speed and mobility that mounts can offer.
Creatures that are at least one size larger than you and are willing to have proper anatomy can play a role using the following rules. While moving on the go, you can mount the creature within 5 feet of you or separate it. This will cost the same amount of movement as half the speed. For example, if the speed is 30 feet, a 15-foot movement must be used to
mount the horse. Therefore, if you have 15 feet of movement left or a speed of 0, you will not be able to mount the mount. If it is easy to tap during mounting, you need to throw the same savings. If the mount is prone to occur, you can use reactions to remove it when you fall and land on your feet. Otherwise, it is easy to separate and fall out of space within 5
feet. There are two options during mounting. You can control the mount or allow it to operate independently. Intelligent creatures such as dragons act independently. You can only control the mount if you are trained to accept riders. Horses, donkeys, and similar creatures are assumed to receive such training. The initiative of the controlled mount will change
to match you when mounted. It takes you to direct it, and it has three working options: dash, separate, dodge. The controlled mount can move and operate even at the mounted turn. Independent mounts keep their place in the order of initiative. Bearing the rider, there is no limit to the actions the mount can take, and it moves and works as desired. It can run
away from battle, rush into attack and devour badly wounded enemies, or otherwise act against your wishes. In both cases, if the mount triggers an opportunistic attack, an attacker could target you or the mount. When adventurers take Sahujin back to their undersea homes, fight sharks in ancient shipwrecks, or fight in flooded dungeons, they have to fight in
difficult conditions. The following rules apply underwater: When playing melee weapon attacks, creatures without swimming speed (granted by nature or magic) have drawbacks in attack rolls unless the weapon misses a target beyond the normal range of the weapon automatically, such as daggers, jablins, shorts, spear, or Trident.A ranged weapon attacks.
Attack rolls are also unfavorable to targets within normal range unless the weapon is thrown, such as a crossbow, net or spear, Trident, or dart (including spear, Trident, or dart). Fully submerged creatures and objects have resistance to fire. Damage.
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